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South Africa - Weather
The main coarse grain and oilseed areas will see a mixture of erratic rainfall and sunshine this week.
The rain will help maintain a good environment for lateseason development despite many areas not
receiving enough rain to significantly bolster soil moisture. Maturation may otherwise be sluggish at
times in the wettest areas from Natal and Mpumalanga into North West. No significant quality impacts
are expected. Temperatures will remain near to slightly above normal in South Africa this week.
Daytime highs will peak to the 70s and 80s with many areas in the north and west warming to the 90s
on a frequent basis. Pockets in southern and eastern South Africa will also only warm to the 60s. Low
temperatures will be in the 50s and 60s with pockets in the 40s.
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: An active weather pattern will continue through the next ten days and much of the
Midwest will be left with wet soils and poor conditions for early-season fieldwork with exceptions in
the far northwest where little precipitation is expected. Significant rain is expected into Tuesday from
eastern Nebraska and nearby areas into western Iowa and southern Minnesota and the moisture will
be beneficial in parts of the region with long-term soil moisture deficits. The far northwestern Corn
Belt should see early-season fieldwork advance well with a growing need for rain as the planting
season approaches.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Rain will return to areas from the Delta to Alabama and northern
Georgia tonight into Thursday with some heavy rain and local flooding in parts of the region and the
southern Delta to western and northern Alabama wettest. Another round of rain will impact the
southern Delta to central and southern Georgia and nearby areas this weekend while other areas are
dry and see improving conditions for fieldwork. A period of drier weather will occur Mar. 29-April 5
and fieldwork should steadily increase with one more rain of rain occurring Mar. 31-Apr. 1.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Rain fell on large parts of central, southern, and western Brazil during the weekend, but rain
was light enough in parts of Mato Grosso that some fieldwork should have advanced. Western Mato
Grosso will see regular rounds of rain through the next two weeks that will cause further delays to
soybean harvesting and planting of second season
corn while eastern Mato Grosso into Goias will have good opportunities for fieldwork through Mar. 30
before showers increase across northern Brazil as a whole Mar. 31-April 5.
ARGENTINA: Western Mato Grosso will see regular rounds of rain through the next two weeks that will
cause further delays to soybean harvesting and planting of second season corn while eastern Mato
Grosso into Goias will have good opportunities for fieldwork through Mar. 30 before showers increase
across northern Brazil as a whole Mar. 31-April 5. Moderate to heavy rain is expected in much of
Argentina Wednesday into Saturday and nearly all areas will be left with enough soil moisture to
support the needs of crops when drier weather occurs Sunday through April 5.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Rounds of precipitation will impact southeastern Europe as well as far northern Europe this week to the next ten days. Restricted precipitation will occur elsewhere, but soil moisture conditions will remain
adequate. An increase in shower activity may occur in early April across Europe and the moisture will help bolster soil moisture conditions
AUSTRALIA: Additional rain will continue over eastern Australia today and linger over southeastern Queensland and into coastal areas of New South Wales and Victoria. Otherwise, restricted precipitation will return to
eastern Australia for at least the remainder of the coming ten days. The drier weather will be good for summer crop maturation and cotton quality. The dry down may continue through the remainder of the two-week
outlook ending April 4, but an increase in showers may occur in early April.
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